Roman Kepczyk of Right Networks Makes Accounting Today’s Top 100 Influential People for 13th Year

HUDSON, N.H (September 19, 2018) – Roman Kepczyk, Director of Consulting for Xcentric, a division of Right Networks, has made Accounting Today’s annual list of Top 100 Influential People for the 13th year. The list recognizes individuals Accounting Today editors believe are having the biggest impact on the current state and the future direction of the profession.

A veteran of introducing and exploring new technologies and processes in the accounting industry, Kepczyk has written and spoken extensively on how firms can embrace and profit from technology advances. It’s a topic he addressed in answer to Accounting Today’s question posed to this year’s candidates: What is the most important issue currently facing the accounting profession? Kepczyk’s response:

Accountants’ slow acknowledgment of the digital changes/revolution that are occurring. While blockchain and cryptocurrency are garnering core attention, advances in big data analytics, robotic process automation, and cognitive programming capabilities are invading the traditional CPA space at an accelerating pace. I believe if we don’t embrace these changes and learn to use these business data tools to proactively impact clients, much of our work will be at risk of being disintermediated from other providers/professions.

“The Xcentric/Right Networks team is extremely proud of Roman’s accomplishments and, given his role as a leading industry advocate of technology adoption, we’re not surprised to see that he has made Accounting Today’s prestigious list once again this year,” said Joel Hughes, CEO of Right Networks. “His forward-thinking approach to technology education has made him an invaluable resource to our customers.”

About Right Networks
Right Networks is the leading provider of cloud-based accounting and business solutions for CPA firms, accounting professionals and small to medium businesses who want to gain all the benefits of cloud-based applications without needing to replace what they use today. The Right Networks cloud combines advanced, highly-available technology with 24x7x365, U.S. based phone, email and chat support to deliver an always accessible service experience, allowing customers to focus on growing their businesses.

Visit https://www.rightnetworks.com/ to learn more about the company’s solution, pricing and available plans.
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